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Abstract In railway applications, the estimation of
the wear at the wheel-rail contact is an important field
of study, mainly correlated to the planning of mainte-
nance interventions, vehicle stability and the possibil-
ity to carry out specific strategies for the wheel profile
optimization.

In this work Authors present a model conceived for
the evaluation of the wheel profile evolution due to
wear, which is organized in two parts, mutually inter-
active: a vehicle model for the dynamic analysis and a
model for the wear estimation.

The wheel wear evolution is reproduced by divid-
ing the overall chosen mileage to be simulated in dis-
crete spatial steps: at each step the dynamic simula-
tions are performed by means of the vehicle model
keeping the wheel profile constant, while the wheel
geometry is updated through the wear model only at
the end of the discrete step. Thus, the two parts of the
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whole model work alternately until the completion of
the whole established mileage. Clearly, the choice of
an appropriate step length is one of the most important
aspect of the procedure and it affects directly the re-
sult accuracy and the required computational time to
complete the analysis.

The entire model has been validated in collabora-
tion with Trenitalia S.p.A and RFI, which has provided
the technical documentation and the experimental re-
sults relating to some tests performed on a scenery that
exhibits serious problems in terms of wear represented
by the vehicle ALn 501 “Minuetto” on the Aosta-Pre
Saint Didier line.

Keywords Multibody modeling · Railway vehicles ·
Wheel-rail contact · Wheel-rail wear

1 Introduction

The wear at the wheel-rail interface is an important
problem in railway field. The evolution of the pro-
file shape due to wear has a deep effect on the vehi-
cle dynamics and on its running stability, leading to
performance variations both in negotiating curves and
in straight track. Therefore the original profiles have
to be periodically re-established by means of turning.
The correct prediction of the wear rate in a particu-
lar context may be very important in the planning of
the wheelset maintenance interventions. These funda-
mental operations which are periodically necessary,
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are quite onerous both in economic sense and in terms
of vehicle’s availability; hence it is certainly advanta-
geous to reduce their frequency.

As a further application, a reliable wear model can
also be used in the optimization of the wheel profile
from the wear point of view. The research of an op-
timal shape of the wheel for a particular railway ap-
plication may be useful to guarantee an uniform wear,
which implies almost stable characteristics of the con-
tact geometry. In this way, not only the wear rate may
be reduced leading to an higher mean time between
two maintenance interventions, but the performance of
the wheel-rail contact may be kept nearly constant in
the time.

In this work authors will present a complete model
to predict the evolution of wheel profiles due to
wear that involves multibody simulations and a wear
model. More precisely, the general layout adopted is
made up of two parts mutually interactive: the vehicle
model (multibody model and wheel-rail global con-
tact model) and a wear model (local contact model,
wear evaluation using an experimental law and wheel
profile update). The multibody model is implemented
with the commercial multibody code SIMPACK: the
accurate three-dimensional dynamic modeling of the
vehicle’s motion takes into account all the significant
degrees of freedom and nonlinearities. Starting from
the kinematic variables evaluated by the multibody
model (wheelset position and orientation and their
derivatives) the global contact model, developed by
authors in previous works [14–16], calculates the con-
tact forces between wheelset and rail and interacts on-
line with the multibody model without lookup-table,
to reproduce the vehicle dynamics; in particular, it
uses an innovative algorithm for the detection of the
contact points between wheelset and rail, with a fully
3D semi-analytical approach to the problem. As re-
gards the wear part (implemented in the MATLAB®
environment), the local contact model exploits the out-
puts of the multibody simulations (contact points, con-
tact forces, global creepages) to calculate the contact
pressures and the local slip inside the contact area
while, thanks to the knowledge of these quantities, the
wear model evaluates the amount of removed mate-
rial and its distribution along the wheel profile; the
removal of material and the profile update are car-
ried out considering the fully 3D structure of the phe-
nomenon.

In the development of an accurate wear model [2,
7, 18, 22], one of the most critical aspect is the avail-

ability of experimental results, since the collection of
the data requires at least a few months with relevant
economic costs. In the study case the entire model
has been validated thanks to the technical and exper-
imental data related to the Aln 501 “Minuetto” vehi-
cle and the measured wear progress provided by Tren-
italia S.p.A. as well as the track data given by Rete
Ferroviaria Italiana (RFI) and relative to the statistical
analysis of Aosta-Pre Saint Didier railway line. This
is a very sharp track on the Italian Railways and the
scenery is rather interesting since the Aln 501 “Min-
uetto” exhibits serious problems on this track in terms
of wear, requiring frequent maintenance interventions
on the wheels.

The main advantages of the wear model proposed
in this paper (compared to other wear models with
analogous architecture and similar requirements in
terms of accuracy and numerical efficiency) can be
summarized as follows:

– the employment in the dynamical simulations of
new global contact models based on semi-analytical
methods [14, 15] rather than on classical rigid for-
mulations or on formulations based on approxi-
mated discretized look-up tables (LUT) (see by ex-
ample [1, 19]) allows the achievement both of an
high numerical efficiency (and consequently the di-
rect implementability within multibody codes with-
out discretized LUT) and of an high accuracy level;

– the employment of local wear models based on local
contact models (see [12] and [3]) instead of less ac-
curate global wear models based on global contact
models (as, by example, in many important multi-
body codes like SIMPACK [13, 21]) leads to an im-
provement in terms of accuracy (possible thanks to
the numerical efficiency of the new global contact
models used in the numerical simulations);

– the validation of the wear model trough experimen-
tal data directly measured online on the railway
track (thanks to the cooperation with Trenitalia and
Rete Ferroviaria Italiana) rather than other software
tools or experimental data obtained from proofs per-
formed on scaled test rigs (see [2, 7, 17, 18, 22])
assures a better standard of accuracy;

– the chance of employing different update strategies
for the wheel profile depending on the characteris-
tics of the considered problems (see [11, 24]).
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2 General architecture of the model

The general layout of the model has been arranged in
agreement with Trenitalia S.p.A and RFI, according to
the following main working hypotheses:

– discrete approach to the wear evolution, dividing the
entire distance to be simulated in steps and updating
the wheel profile after each step;

– the wheel profile used in the dynamic simulations
is the same for each vehicle’s wheel and the output
of the wear model is the evolution of a single mean
wheel profile;

– the track is not subjected to wear and the rail profiles
keep their initial profiles (a statistically representa-
tive worn profile provided by RFI has been consid-
ered for each class of curves of the statistical analy-
sis as will be explained in detail in the following);

– acceleration and braking phases are not taken into
account;

– the wheel-rail contact is hypothesized under dry
conditions.

The numerical evolution of the wheels shape is treated
with a discrete approach. The entire mileage to be sim-
ulated is divided in a few spatial steps, in which the
wheel profile is maintained constant during the dy-
namical simulations; the results of the wear evaluation,
at the end of the current step, allow the update of the
wheel profile for the next step of the procedure. The
step length depends on the total distance to be cov-
ered and it is one of the most important aspect of the
entire numerical procedure, because it directly affects
the model precision: in fact, the smaller is the step, the
higher the accuracy and the overall computation time
are; hence the choice has to be a compromise between
these aspects.

Moreover, from a numerical point of view, the step
length can be chosen either constant during the overall
distance or variable (introducing for example a thresh-
old on the maximum of removed material); neverthe-
less, since the wear progress is almost linear with re-
spect to the traveled distance, the constant step length
turns out to be a quite suitable choice for this kind of
problem, providing comparable results in terms of ac-
curacy and better performance in terms of numerical
efficiency.

Since the wheel wear in railway applications is
a phenomenon which requires at least tens of thou-
sand kilometers (but even hundreds of thousands in

the most cases) to express its effects, the simulated
distances cannot be as long as the real ones to be in-
vestigated, because they would require unacceptable
computational times, even if the whole track has been
divided into discrete steps. As will be explained in
following this issue can be overcome hypothesizing
within the discrete step a proportionality between the
wear relative to the single discrete step and the amount
of wear relative to the distance really simulated by
means of the numerical multibody model (that is the
two wear rates are the same); this hypothesis is reason-
able only if the numerically simulated track is a sig-
nificant representation, in statistical terms, of the track
associated to the discrete spatial step.

A diagram representation of the whole model is vis-
ible in Fig. 1: it includes two main parts that work al-
ternatively during each step. On the left there is the ve-
hicle model, the part which is responsible for the dy-
namic simulations, made up of the multibody model
and the global contact model developed by authors
in previous work [14, 15]; the two subsystems in-
teract online to each other without lookup-table dur-
ing the simulations to reproduce the vehicle dynam-
ics. On the right there is the wear evaluation, which
comprises three sub-parts: the local contact model, the
wear model and the wheel profile update. In more de-
tail, during the dynamical simulations in the first task
of each procedure step, the multibody model imple-
mented in SIMPACK exchanges data continuously at
each time step with the global contact model, pass-
ing the wheelset kinematic variables (wheelset posi-
tion and orientation and their derivatives) and receiv-
ing the global contact variables (positions of the con-
tact points Pr

c , the wheel-rail contact forces N , Tx ,
Ty and the global creepages ξx , ξy , ξsp). Once the
multibody simulations are completed, the local contact
model (written in MATLAB and based on the FAST-
SIM algorithm [12]) evaluates, starting from the global
contact variables, the contact pressures and the local
slip (pt , pn, s) inside each detected contact patch; the
removed material and its distribution along the wheel
profile are then obtained passing these data to the wear
model, by means of an experimental relationship be-
tween the removed material by wear and the energy
dissipated by friction at the contact interface [2, 7,
22]. Finally, the wheel profile is updated through suit-
able numerical procedures.

From the track viewpoint the evolution of the wheel
wear can be approached in different manners, depend-
ing on the goals of the study. If the aim is the analysis
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Fig. 1 General architecture of the model

of the phenomenon on a long track or on a complex
railway line with many vehicles in service, a statistical
approach is necessary to achieve general significant re-
sults in a reasonable time. In this work, the entire con-
sidered railway track (the Aosta-Pre Sain Didier line)
has been substituted with an equivalent set of differ-
ent curved tracks, classified by radius, superelevation
and traveling speed, which has been built consulting
a detailed track database provided by Rete Ferroviaria
Italiana as will be explained in details in the following.

3 The vehicle model

3.1 The multibody model

The railway vehicle on which this study has been per-
formed is the ALn 501 Minuetto (Fig. 2). It is made up
of three coaches and four bogies with two wheelsets;
the external bogies are motorized whereas the two in-
termediate trailer bogies are of Jacobs type, shared be-
tween two coaches (Fig. 3).

As in the most part of passenger trains, the bogies
are provided with two stages of suspensions. The pri-
mary suspensions, which link the axleboxes with the
bogie frame, are constituted by Flexicoil springs, made
up of two coaxial springs, which mainly provide the
vertical stiffness in this stage. A non linear damper

Fig. 2 The Aln 501 Minuetto multibody model

is responsible for the damping of the vertical rela-
tive displacements. The secondary suspension stage
comprises two airsprings (four in the Jacobs bogie)
for the vertical, longitudinal and lateral stiffness (used
to guarantee passengers comfort and a simple auto-
matic regulation of the coaches height with changes
in the vertical loads), a non linear longitudinal rod
(to transmit the traction and braking efforts), a tor-
sion bar (to provide the correct rolling stiffness), non
linear lateral bumpstops and non linear dampers (lat-
eral, vertical and anti-yaw). All the described devices
have been modeled as viscoelastic force elements, tak-
ing into account all the mechanical non linearities [5,
10]. The resultant whole SIMPACK multibody model
includes 31 rigid bodies: 3 coaches, 4 bogie frames,
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Fig. 3 The Jacobs bogie

Table 1 The Aln 501 Minuetto main inertial properties

Mass
kg

Ixx

kg m2
Iyy

kg m2
Izz

kg m2

External coach 31568 66700 76400 743000

Internal coach 14496 30600 245000 236000

Motor bogie frame 3306 1578 2772 4200

Trailer bogie frame 3122 1647 3453 5011

Wheelset 2091 1073 120 1073

Table 2 Main linear stiffness properties of the ALn 501 Min-
uetto

Primary suspension Flexicoil kz 9.01E+05 N/m

Flexicoil kx , ky 1.26E+06 N/m

Sutuco kx 2.0E+07 N/m

Sutuco ky 1.5E+07 N/m

Secondary suspension Airspring kz 3.98E+05 N/m

Airspring kx , ky 1.2E+05 N/m

Anti-roll bar kα 2.6E+06 Nm/rad

Coach connection Bushing kx , kz 7.24E+07 N/m

Bushing ky 5.2E+06 N/m

8 wheelsets and 16 axleboxes. The most significant in-
ertial properties of the model bodies are summarized
in Table 1; moreover the main linear characteristics of
the suspensions are summarized in Table 2.

3.2 The global contact model

The global contact model allows the online calculation
of the contact forces at the wheel-rail interface dur-
ing the multibody simulations. The model is based on

a semianalytic approach that guarantees the following
features (see also [19, 20]):

– generic wheel and rail profiles can be implemented;
– fully 3D handling of the problem, with all degrees

of freedom between wheel and rail taken into ac-
count;

– no simplifying hypotheses on the problem geometry
and kinematics;

– multiple points of contact are allowed with no
bounds to the their overall number;

– high numerical efficiency which allows the online
implementation directly within the multibody mod-
els, without look-up tables; numerical performance
better than those obtainable with commercial soft-
wares (Vi-Rail™, SIMPACK) [14–16].

The contact model consists of two sequential
phases: the research of the contact points and the com-
putation of the normal and tangential actions in each
contact patch. The first task is entrusted to an algo-
rithm developed by authors in previous works (the
DIST method [9, 14, 15]) that takes into account the
original multi-dimensional contact problem and re-
duces it to a simpler scalar problem, which can be
easily handled by means of numerical methods, with
remarkable advantages:

– the multiple solution management is simpler;
– a wide range of algorithms, even the elementary

non-iterative ones, can efficiently resolve the nu-
merical problem;

– the convergence of the iterative algorithms can be
easily achieved and the algorithm converges to the
solutions with fewer iterations and less computa-
tional effort.

The algorithm for the detection of contact points is
based on the standard idea that the distance between
the wheel surface and the rail surface is stationary in
the considered points [4, 9, 14–16].

Two reference systems are introduced to formulate
the problem: the auxiliary system Orxryrzr and the lo-
cal system Owxwywzw . The first system moves along
the track centerline following the wheelset: the xr is
tangent to the centerline in the Or point while the zr

axis is perpendicular to the plane of track; the position
of Or can be determined imposing that the yrzr plane
contains the wheelset centre of mass Gw . The local
system is fixed on the wheelset, except for the rotation
around the wheelset axle: in particular, Ow ≡ Gw , yw
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Fig. 4 The distance method

coincides with the wheelset rotation axis and xw is in
the xryr plane. In the following pr

w and pw
w will be the

positions of a point on the wheel surface in the auxil-
iary system and in the local system respectively, while
the position of a point on the rail surface in the auxil-
iary system will be indicated with pr

r . At this point,
the geometrical conditions can be stated as follows
(Fig. 4):

– the normal unitary vector relative to the rail surface
nr

r (p
r
r ) and the wheel surface unitary vector nr

w(pr
w)

have to be parallel (R2 is the rotation matrix that
links the local system to the auxiliary one):

nr
r

(
pr

r

) × nr
w

(
pr

w

) = nr
r

(
pr

r

) × R2nw
w

(
pw

w

) = 0; (1)

the wheel and rail surfaces can be locally con-
sidered as a revolution and an extrusion surface
respectively: pwT

w = (xw, yw,−√
w(yw)2 − x2

w),
prT

r = (xr , yr , r(yr )), where the generative function
w(yw) and r(yr ) are supposed to be known;

– the rail surface normal unitary vector nr
r (p

r
r ) and the

distance vector dr = pr
w − pr

r between the generic
point of the wheel and of the rail have to be parallel:

nr
r

(
pr

r

) × dr = 0. (2)

The distance between the generic points on the
wheel and on the rail can be expressed as

dr (xw, yw, xr , yr ) = pr
w(xw, yw) − pr

r (xr , yr )

= or
w + R2pw

w(xw,yw)

− pr
r (xr , yr ); (3)

thus, dr depends on the four parameters (xw,yw,

xr , yr ) identifying the generic points pw
w(xw,yw) and

pr
r (xr , yr ) on the contact surfaces. Equations (1)

and (2) constitute a system of six scalar equations

and four unknowns (xw,yw, xr , yr ) (only four of the
equations are independent). As previously stated, the
original 4D problem can be reduced to a scalar equa-
tion in the unknown yw expressing xw , xr , and yr as
functions of yw . By means of suitable analytical pro-
cedures, from the second component of (1) the ex-
pression xw1,2(yw) (two possible values are present
for each yw) can be obtained; then, similarly, from the
first component of (1) the expression for yr1,2(yw) can
be determined and from the second component of (2)
the relation xr1,2(yw). Finally, replacing the variables
xw1,2(yw), xr1,2(yw) and yr1,2(yw) in the first com-
ponent of (2), two simple scalar equations in the yw

variable can be found:

F1,2(yw) = −r ′(yr1,2(yw)
)(

Gz + r32yw

− r33

√
w(yw)2 − xw1,2(yw)2

− r
(
yr1,2(yw)

))

− (
Gy + r21xw1,2(yw) + r22yw

− r23

√
w(yw)2 − xw1,2(yw)2

− yr1,2(yw)
) = 0 (4)

where r ′(yr ) is the first derivative of the generative
function r(yr ), rij are the elements of the R2 matrix
and Gx , Gy , Gz are the coordinates of the wheelset
center of mass in the auxiliary system. The (4) are
easy to solve numerically with the advantages pre-
viously mentioned (in the following yC

w will be the
generic solution of these equations). For each yC

w , the
values of the unknowns xC

w , xC
r , yC

r and consequently
the contact point positions on the wheel and the rail
pr,C

w = pr
w(xC

w,yC
w) and pr,C

r = pr
r (x

C
r , yC

r ) can be de-
termined by substitution.

The following physical conditions have also to be
respected so that the contact is physically possible:

– the penetration between the wheel and rail surfaces
(pn = dr · nr

r ) have to be less or equal to zero, ac-
cording to the adopted nomenclature;

– multiple solutions have to be rejected;
– the normal curvatures of the wheel and rail surfaces

in the longitudinal and lateral direction (kC
1,w , kC

1,r ,

kC
2,w , kC

2,r ), evaluated in the contact points, have to
satisfy the convexity condition in order to make the
contact physically possible (kC

1,w + kC
1,r > 0; kC

2,w +
kC

2,r > 0).
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Fig. 5 Nomenclature of the contact forces

For each contact point the global creepages ξ in
the contact patch and then the normal Nr and tangen-
tial contact forces Tr , Mr

sp (evaluated by means of the
Hertz’s and the Kalker’s global theory respectively)
are determined (Fig. 5) [1, 8, 12]:

Nr
(
pr,C

r

) =
[
−kh|pn|γ + kv|vn| sgn(vn) − 1

2

]

× sgn(pn) − 1

2
(5)

where γ is equal to 3/2, kh is a Kalker’s stiffness con-
stant depending on the surface geometries and the ma-
terial properties, kv is a damping contact constant [12].

T r
x

(
pr,C

r

) = −f11ξx

T r
y

(
pr,C

r

) = −f22ξy − f23ξsp (6)

Mr
sp

(
pr,C

r

) = −f23ξy − f33ξsp

where the value of the fij coefficients, which are func-
tion of the material properties and the ellipse semiaxes,
can be found in literature [12]. The global creepages ξ

(longitudinal ξx , lateral ξy and spin creepage ξsp) are
calculated as follows:

ξx = V • ir
|Ȯr

w| , ξy = V • trr (P
r
r )

|Ȯr
w|

ξsp = ωr
w • nr

r (P
r
r )

|Ȯr
w|

(7)

where V is the velocity of contact point rigidly con-
nected to the wheelset, Ȯr

w is the wheelset center of
mass velocity (taken as the reference velocity for the

Fig. 6 Contact patch discretization

calculation of the global creepages), ωr
w is the angu-

lar velocity of wheelset expressed in auxiliary system,
ir is the unit vector in longitudinal direction of the aux-
iliary system and trr is the tangential unit vector to the
rail profile.

4 The wear evaluation

4.1 The local contact model

The local contact model starts from the global con-
tact variables evaluated by the vehicle model (con-
tact points position pr

w , pr
r , contact forces and spin

moments Nr , Tr , Mr
sp, global creepages ξ and patch

semiaxes a, b) and calculates the local contact vari-
ables (normal pressures pn, tangential stresses pt and
local slip s) within each contact patch. The model is
based on an approximate but very efficient version of
the Kalker’s local theory implemented in his FAST-
SIM algorithm [12], commonly used in railway multi-
body simulations. The algorithm works in a local ref-
erence system, whose origin is situated in the centre of
the elliptical contact patch, with the x, y axis defined
in the common tangent plane to the contact surfaces
(Fig. 6).

The working hypothesis on which the algorithm is
developed is the proportionality between the tangential
pressure pt and the elastic displacements u in a generic
point of the contact patch:

u(x, y) = Lpt (x, y); L = L(ξ , a, b,G,ν) (8)
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Fig. 7 Wheel profile parametrization

where the flexibility L is a function of the global
creepage vector ξ , the ellipse semiaxes a, b, the com-
bined shear modulus G and the combined Poisson’s
coefficient ν [12].

The calculation of the local variables pn, pt and s is
iteratively performed in each point of the grid adopted
to mesh the contact patch (Fig. 6): the transversal axis
of the contact ellipse, with respect to the traveling di-
rection, is divided in ny − 1 parts with a length of
�y = 2b/(ny − 1) by means of ny equidistant nodes.
Similarly the longitudinal sections of the patch which
are 2a(y) = 2a

√
1 − (y/b)2 long are divided in nx −1

equal parts of �x(y) = 2a(y)/(nx − 1) length us-
ing nx equidistant nodes. This choice leads to a not
constant longitudinal resolution which increases in the
nearby of the lateral edges of the ellipse, where the
length a(y) are shorter. So, the accuracy near the edge
is appreciably higher than that obtainable with a con-
stant resolution grid (in this second case more numeri-
cal noise and numerical errors would be present). The
nx and ny parameters have to be chosen as a compro-
mise between numerical efficiency and precision; the
range 25–50 has proven to work fine.

4.2 The wear model

As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the following
working hypothesis have been introduced to approach
the problem:

– the wear affects only the wheels, while the rails
keep their profiles constant during the whole pro-
cess (a different mean worn rail profile for each sta-
tistical analysis class);

– the wear is evaluated according to a law experimen-
tally proven that links the volume of removed mate-
rial and the frictional work [2, 7];

– the output of the wear model is a single mean wheel
profile to be used in the next step, which includes
the effect of the wear on all the vehicle’s wheels;

– dry conditions in the wheel-rail interface.

Despite the working hypotheses and the approxi-
mations introduced before and in Sect. 2, the suitabil-
ity and the extendibility of wear models derived from
experimental laboratory tests (like that employed in
this work) in predicting the wear evolution in real op-
erative conditions turn out to be quite good (especially
taking into account the accuracy level and numerical
efficiency required by these applications); for this rea-
son this kind of models is currently very important and
widely used in the railway field (see by example [2]
and [7]).

As stated previously, the calculation of the wear on
the wheel is based on an experimental law according to
which the volume of removed material is correlated to
the total frictional work. The main output of the wear
model is δ

P
jk
wi (t)

(x, y), expressed in mm3/(mm2 m),

a function of the time which describes the specific
volume (the volume per unit of area and per unit of
traveled distance) of removed material due to the wear
in the i-th contact patch of the j -th wheel in the k-th
multibody simulation of the statistical analysis of the
track. The three indexes just introduced are variable in
the following intervals: 1 ≤ j ≤ NW where NW is the
number of the vehicle’s wheels, 1 ≤ i ≤ NP where NP

is the maximum allowed number of the contact points
(as will be explained below) and 1 ≤ k ≤ NC with NC

equal to the number of the multibody simulations in
the statistical description of the real track.

The quantity δ
P

jk
wi (t)

(x, y) has to be evaluated in

each point (xh, yl) of the contact patch grid. To this
aim, the local frictional power in these points can be
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Fig. 8 Trend of the wear rate KW

estimated by means of the wear index (pt and s are
expressed respectively in N/mm2 and m/s)

IW = (pt · s)/V
(
N/mm2), (9)

which is experimentally related to the wear rate K

(µg/m mm2): the wear rate gives a measure of the
amount of material removed per meter of traveled dis-
tance by the train and per mm2 of surface. The analytic
expression for K(IW ) is given by Eq. (10) [2, 7] (see
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8):

KW(IW )

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

5.3 · IW IW < 10.4 N/mm2

55.0 10.4 ≤ IW ≤ 77.2 N/mm2

61.9 · IW − 4723 IW > 77.2 N/mm2

(10)

where the relation KW(IW ) is valid for the couple of
materials R8T steel for the wheel and UIC60900A
steel for the rail under dry conditions. It has to be re-
marked that the wear index defined by Eq. (9) is a local
version of the global index I

g
W = (Tr ·ξ)/A used in [2]

where Tr are the tangential forces, ξ the global creep-
ages and A the contact patch area. After the evaluation
of the wear rate, the specific volume δ

P
jk
wi (t)

(x, y) can

be calculated as follows:

δ
P

jk
wi (t)

(x, y) = K(IW )

ρ

(
mm3

m mm2

)
(11)

in which ρ is the material density (expressed in
kg/m3).

4.3 The profile update

The profile update is the part of the whole architecture
which provides, by means of numerical procedures,
the wheel profile for the next step rn(yw) starting from
the profile used at the current step rp(yw) and exploit-
ing the results of the wear model. It is surely a key
point of the procedure since the adopted strategy may
appreciably affects the results. The importance of this
task is due to a series of distinct issues:

– the wear model, according to the working hypothe-
ses, has to generate as output a single wheel profile,
taking into account the data relative to all the ve-
hicle’s wheels. A single function of material to be
removed has to be obtained from the analysis of all
the contact patches;

– due to the discrete approach to the wheel geome-
try update, the distribution δ

P
jk
i (t)

(x, y) presents a

quite considerable numerical noise and needs to be
treated to avoid, as stated previously, a non-physical
profile with short spatial wavelengths, which may
not be handled by the global contact model.

In regard to the first point, the whole model can eas-
ily handle different wheel profiles to distinguish the
wear evolution of each wheel. Nevertheless, the aver-
age of the profile on all the wheels has been adopted
to meet the requirements of the research project issued
by Trenitalia S.p.A (one single wheel profile as out-
put of the whole wear model), which aims at a wheel
profile optimization in future.

The numerical procedures which provide the new
profile are described below:

(1) Longitudinal integration:

1

2πw(y
jk
wi)

∫ a(y)

−a(y)

δ
P

jk
wi

(x, y)dx

= δtot
P

jk
wi (t)

(y)

(
mm3

m mm2

)
; (12)

this operation sums all the wear contributions in the
longitudinal direction and spreads them along the cir-
cumference of the wheel.

(2) Time integration:
∫ Tf

Ti

δtot
P

jk
wi (t)

(
sw − s

jk,C
wi (t)

)
V (t)dt

∼= �
P

jk
wi

(sw) (mm); (13)
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Fig. 9 Discretization of the total mileage

where y ∼= sw − s
jk,C
wi (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8); sw is

the generic curvilinear abscissa of the wheel profile,
s
jk,C
wi (t) is the curvilinear abscissa of the contact point

on the wheel at the time t and V (t) is the vehicle
speed. The integration performs the sum of all the con-
tributions during the dynamic simulation: the result is
the depth of material to be removed due to the consid-
ered contact point.

(3) Sum on the contact points and average on the
wheels and on the simulations:

NC∑

k=1

pk

1

NW

NW∑

j=1

NP∑

i=1

�
P

jk
wi

(sw) = �̄(sw); (14)

this operation involves the sum on the NP contact
points for each wheel, the average on the NW wheels
and the weighted average on the NC simulations. As
explained in next paragraph, the pk , 1 ≤ k ≤ NC ,∑NC

i=1 pk = 1 are the normalized weights related to the
tracks of the statistical analysis. The contact patches
are usually less than NP and their number can vary
during the simulation; hence, since the sum is ex-
tended to NP , the contribution of the missing points
has been automatically set equal to zero.

(4) Scaling of the mileage:
Since an appreciable evolution of the wheel profile

requires thousands of kilometers to manifest itself, the
scaling of the distance becomes critically important to
get results in a reasonable time.

To this aim a linear relation between wear and trav-
eled distance has been supposed inside the discrete
steps kmstep in which the total mileage traveled kmtot

is subdivided. This working hypothesis is based on
the idea that the wear rate inside the simulated dis-
tance (kmruns) remains the same also inside the dis-
crete step kmstep, since the considered vehicle always
covers the same tracks of the statistical analysis both
during the simulated distance (kmruns) and during the
discrete step (kmstep). For these reasons the following

scaling can be adopted (see Fig. 9):

�̄(sw)
kmstep

kmruns
= �̄sc(sw). (15)

The amount of removed material �̄(sw) depends on
the overall mileage traveled by the vehicle during
the NC simulations of the statistical analysis (that is
kmruns = LC , where LC is the length of curved tracks
on which the results of the vehicle dynamics are evalu-
ated). After the scaling, the quantity �̄sc(sw) is related
to a spatial step with a length equal to kmstep, instead
of kmruns. If the numerically simulated tracks are a sig-
nificant statistical representation of the real track asso-
ciated to the discrete spatial step, the adopted working
hypothesis is reasonable; obviously the proportionality
is exploited only within a distance equal to the kmstep

and the nonlinearity of the physical problem is pre-
served.

(5) Smoothing of the amount of removed material:

�[
�̄sc(sw)

] = �̄sc
sm(sw). (16)

This procedure aims to realize the filtering of numer-
ical noise and the removal of physically meaningless
short spatial wavelengths on the wheel profile. The nu-
merical noise and the short wavelength contributions
are treated with a discrete filter: a moving mean with a
window width equal to the 1–5 % of the total number
of points in which the wheel profile is discretized.

(6) Profile update:

(
yw(sw)

rp(yw(sw))

)
− �̄s

sm(sw)nr
r

re-parametrization−−−−−−−−−−→
(

y∗
w(sw)

r∗
n(yw(sw))

)
. (17)

Finally, the profile for the next step is obtained re-
moving the material in the normal direction from
the current profile rp(sw) ( according to the function
�̄s

sm(sw)) and then performing a new parametrization,
to get again a curve parametrized by means of the
curvilinear abscissa.
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Table 3 The NC tracks of the statistical approach

Rmin
(m)

Rmax
(m)

Superelevation
hmin–hmax
(mm)

Rm

(m)
h

(mm)
V

(km/h)
pk

%

147.1 156.3 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 – – – –

90–120 150 120 55 0.77

130–160 – – – –

156.3 166.7 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 – – – –

90–120 160 110 55 0.48

130–160 165 140 55 0.56

166.7 178.6 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 – – – –

90–120 170 110 55 0.82

130–160 175 130 55 1.55

178.6 192.3 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 – – – –

90–120 190 100 55 8.37

130–160 180 130 55 0.45

192.3 208.3 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 – – – –

90–120 200 90 55 20.64

130–160 200 130 60 4.00

208.3 227.3 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 220 80 55 0.70

90–120 220 100 55 3.76

130–160 – – – –

227.3 250.0 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 240 80 55 7.26

90–120 240 110 60 5.28

130–160 – – – –

250.0 312.5 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 270 70 55 3.91

90–120 270 90 60 5.29

130–160 – – – –
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Table 3 (Continued)

Rmin
(m)

Rmax
(m)

Superelevation
hmin–hmax
(mm)

Rm

(m)
h

(mm)
V

(km/h)
pk

%

312.5 416.7 0 – – – –

10–40 – – – –

60–80 370 60 55 2.26

90–120 345 100 70 1.63

130–160 – – – –

416.7 ∞ 0 ∞ 0 70 32.27

5 Statistical approach to the track and model
validation

5.1 The Aosta-Pre Saint Didier line

The statistical approach to the track has been chosen
to reduce and rationalize the total simulation work,
avoiding excessively long simulations on the real track
(see Table 3). The idea is to substitute the simulation
on the whole track with an equivalent set of simula-
tions on short curved tracks. More precisely, the steps
performed to get the statistical representation were the
following:

– a set of radius curve intervals characterized by a
minimum Rmin and a maximum Rmax were identi-
fied analyzing the database provided by RFI;

– each of these intervals was furthermore divided in
superelevation subclasses, each of them with its
own hmin and hmax;

– for each subclasses a representative radius Rm was
calculated as a weighted average on all the curve
radii included in that subclasses, using the length of
curve as a weighting factor;

– the correspondent representative superelevation h

was chosen as the most frequent superelevation
among the values found in that class;

– for each subclasses a speed value V was chosen as
the minimum value between the max speed allow-
able equal to Vmax = 70 km/h (depending on the
radius, the superelevation and vehicle characteris-
tics) and the speed Ṽ calculated imposing a non-
compensated acceleration of alim

nc = 0.6 m/s2

Ṽ 2

Rc

− H

s
g = alim

nc ; V = min(Ṽ ,Vmax); (18)

– a weighting factor pk was introduced for each sub-
class to take into account the frequency of a cer-
tain matching radius-superelevation in the track and
to diversify the wear contributions of the different
curves;

– the transition lengths of the real track are incorpo-
rated in the constant curvature sections next to them
(the inner transition is included in the previous con-
stant curvature section while the outer transition is
included in the next one), hence the wear is numer-
ically evaluated on curves and straight tracks only.

The statistical analysis of the Aosta-Pre Saint Di-
dier railway line is based on the data and on the know-
how provided by Trenitalia and Rete Ferroviaria Ital-
iana during this research activity (concerning both the
track characteristics and the assumptions behind the
statistical approach) [23]. From an operative point of
view, a compromise is needed in terms of accuracy and
numerical efficiency; an excessively rough statistical
analysis (few classes of curves) would provide inac-
curate results and short computation times while an
excessively detailed one (too many classes of curves)
exactly the contrary.

The statistical approach to the Aosta-Pre Saint Di-
dier railway line has provided the classification shown
in Table 3, made up of NC different classes (17 curves
and the straight track). For each one of the NC class
of curves a different constant average worn rail profile
provided by RFI, obviously characterized by a differ-
ent wear between inner and outer side, has been con-
sidered (in Fig. 10 are represented the outer rail pro-
files); particularly the rail profiles have more severe
wear if the curve radius decreases because of the worse
contact conditions characterizing the wheel-rail pairs.

The choice of using constant average worn rail pro-
files (one for each class of curves) is a working hypoth-
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Fig. 10 Average worn outer rail profiles

esis with the aim of getting an accurate wear estima-
tions in real operative conditions: in fact rail profiles
characterized by different wear conditions (absence of
wear, middle wear, severe wear etc.) may be present
in a real railway track. In particular constant new rail
profiles could produce an overestimation of the wheel
wear due to the initial not conformal contact between
wheel and rail (especially in Italy where the coupling
ORE S1002-UIC60 canted at 1/20 is used) while, on
the contrary, constant totally worn rail profiles could
produce an underestimation of the wear due to the ini-
tial more conformal contact. Since using a rail profile
variable along the track would have been quite heavy
in terms of computational load and hardly consistent
with a statistical analysis, the authors choice also in
this case to follow a compromise based on a statisti-
cal approach; according to the Trenitalia requirements
and thanks to the data and measurements provided by
Rete Ferroviaria Italiana, a constant average (in statis-

tical sense) worn rail profile for each class of curves
has been considered.

5.2 Wheel profile reference dimensions

According to [6], the wear progress in a wheel profile
can be easily represented through three reference di-
mensions, avoiding a complete detection of the shape:
the flange thickness FT, the flange height FH and the
QR dimension (Fig. 11). These quantities are defined
in the following manner:

– the point P0 on the profile is 70 mm distant from the
internal side of the wheel;

– the point P1 is 2 mm above the lowest point V of
the flange on the wheel profile;

– the point P2 is 10 mm below P0 on the profile;
– the flange thickness FT is defined as the distance be-

tween P2 and the internal vertical side of the wheel;
QR is the horizontal distance between P1 and P0;
the flange height FH is the vertical distance between
P0 and V.

Because of the way the quotas are defined, they are
positive and do not depend on the wheel rolling radius.
The values of these parameters are measured periodi-
cally in order to decide whether the profile has to be
re-turned or not (if it is still possible), considering the
maximum or minimum values suggested by the regu-
lation in forces [6]. The check of the reference quotas
aims to guarantee mainly the safety against the hunting
and the derailment, as well as an acceptable running
behavior. In regard to their physical meaning, both the

Fig. 11 Reference dimensions
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Fig. 12 Experimental data of the ALn 501 Minuetto MD061

Table 4 Values of kmtot , kmstep and kmruns

kmtot
(km)

kmstep
(km)

kmruns
(km)

3500 350 0.4

flange thickness FT and the flange height FH describe
the size of the flange, while the flange height is also a
measure of the wear on the wheel tread. The QR di-
mension gives information about the flange conicity.

5.3 Treatment of the experimental data

The experimental data provided by Trenitalia and RFI
are related only to the wheel wear and consist in the
wear control parameters measured as a function of the
total distance traveled by the considered vehicle Aln
501 Minuetto; the quantities are referred to a vehi-
cle traveling time of about two months. Particularly,
the data have been measured on three different vehi-
cles operating on the same track (conventionally called
MD061, MD068, MD082) and the reference quotas
values have been measured for all the vehicle wheels
(see Fig. 12). The materials of wheels and rails are re-
spectively R8T steel and UIC60900A steel according
to [2]. In the numerical simulations, the distance of
3500 km (kmtot) has been divided in Nstep = 10 steps,
with a resulting kmstep equal to 350 km; in the standard
case kmruns is equal to 400 m (Table 4).

The data have been pre-processed in order to ob-
tain a single wheel profile to compare with the simu-

lated one and to reduce the measurement errors (see
Table 5). In particular:

– initially the arithmetic mean on all the sixteen ve-
hicle wheels has been evaluated; the mean is neces-
sary to obtain a single wheel profile and, at the same
time, to reduce the measurement errors affecting the
experimental data;

– then a scaling of the quota values has been carried
out in order to delete the offset on the initial value
of the considered quantities: this procedure imposes
that all the wear control parameters start from their
nominal values (the standard values for the ORE S
1002 profile have been used) in order to remove the
initial differences among the vehicles due to mea-
surement errors;

– the arithmetic mean on the three vehicle MD061,
MD068, MD082 has not been carried out, in order
to maintain a dispersion range for the experimental
data.

5.4 Progress of the reference dimensions and of the
wheel profile

This section presents the first results of the valida-
tion, showing the comparison between the numerically
evaluated progresses of the three dimensions (FT, FH
and QR) and the experimental data.

The progress of the FT dimension is shown in
Fig. 13; the decrease of the quota is almost linear
with the traveled mileage except in the first phases,
where the profiles of wheel and rail are not confor-
mal enough. The FH curve progress is presented in-
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Table 5 Averaging and scaling of experimental data

Vehicle km QR
(mm)

FH
(mm)

FT
(mm)

Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

MD061 0 10.8 0.16 28.0 0.14 32.5 0.23

1426 9.8 0.48 28.2 0.61 31.5 0.43

2001 9.1 0.52 28.1 0.51 30.8 0.50

2575 8.6 0.60 28.0 0.28 30.2 0.63

MD068 0 10.8 0.24 28.0 0.25 32.5 0.20

1050 10.0 0.65 28.0 0.23 31.8 0.49

2253 8.5 0.73 28.0 0.23 30.2 0.64

2576 8.4 0.64 28.0 0.22 32.5 0.65

MD082 0 10.8 0.19 28.0 0.14 32.5 0.15

852 10.6 0.25 28.0 0.14 32.3 0.26

1800 9.6 0.44 28.0 0.13 31.3 0.44

2802 8.7 0.58 28.8 0.18 30.3 0.56

3537 8.3 0.51 28.1 0.13 30.0 0.50

Fig. 13 FT progress

stead in Fig. 14, which shows that, due to the pres-
ence of many sharp curves in the track and to the low
traveled mileage, the wear is localized mainly on the
flange rather than on the tread; thus the flange height
remains nearly constant. The comparison between the
real and simulated QR is finally shown in Fig. 15: the
dimension decreases almost linearly too, leading to an
augmentation of the conicity on the flange. As a con-
clusion, the comparisons show that the results of the
wear model are quite consistent with the experimen-
tal data, both for the flange dimensions (FT, FH) and
the QR; therefore the validation of the model can be
considered satisfactory.

The numerical evolution of the wheel profile is pre-
sented in Fig. 16. Due to the low covered mileage and

Fig. 14 FH progress

Fig. 15 QR progress

to the sharpness of the track, the wear is mainly local-
ized on the flange rather than on the tread, where it is
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Fig. 16 Evolution of the wheel profile

Fig. 17 Evolution in the flange zone

quite low and involves a slight reduction of the rolling
radius.

Observing the flange zone, the wear rate is higher
during the first steps because of the non-conformal
contact due to the coupling between the ORE S1002
wheel profile and the UIC60 rail with an inclination of
1:20 rad; then it decreases becoming more regular and
constant in the last phases, when the contact is more
and more conformal (Fig. 17).

6 Conclusions

In this work the Authors have presented a complete
model for the wheel wear prediction in railway appli-
cations. The whole model is made up of two mutually
interactive parts. The first one evaluates the vehicle
dynamics and comprises both the multibody model of
the vehicle implemented in Simpack Rail and a global
wheel-rail contact model (developed by the Authors
in previous works) for the calculation of the contact
points and of the contact forces. The second one is
the wear model which, starting from the outputs of the
multibody simulations, evaluates the amount of ma-
terial to be removed due to wear. The interaction be-
tween the two parts is not a continuous time process

but occurs at discrete steps; consequently the evolution
of the wheel geometry is described through several in-
termediate profiles.

The entire model has been validated by exploiting
the experimental data relative to a particularly criti-
cal scenery in terms of wear in the Italian railways:
the ALSTOM Aln 501 “Minuetto” circulating on the
Aosta-Pre Saint Didier railway line. A statistical ap-
proach to describe the track has been used to reduce
the total computational effort. The arising model re-
produces properly the evolution of all the three char-
acteristic dimensions of the wheel profile which de-
scribe the wear progress. The resultant wheel profile
evolution highlights that, in this particular application,
the wear is severe and strongly localized on the flange
of wheel because of both the sharpness of the track
and the low covered mileage considered, leading to
frequent maintenance interventions.

Future developments will consist first of all in the
study of a model for the simultaneous evaluation of
wheel and rail wear (usually evolving on different
time scales); at the same time, the new wear model
will have to be able to estimate the wear evolution
independently on all the vehicle wheels and to take
into account the effect of acceleration and braking
phases. Moreover, since the employment of statisti-
cal approaches for the wear evaluation is an impor-
tant research topic especially on very complex rail-
way lines with the aim of reducing the computational
load and increasing the model accuracy, the authors
are currently investigating the sensibility of the results
in terms of wear prediction and their dependence on
the work hypotheses behind the statistical analysis of
the considered railway line.
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